Teen

Ashes in the Snow

Hey, Kiddo

by Ruta Sepetys

by Jarrett Krosoczka

YF Sepetys
In 1941, Lina and her family are
pulled from their Lithuanian home
by Soviet guards and sent to Siberia,
where her father is sentenced to
death in a prison camp while she
fights for her life, vowing to honor
her family and thousands like hers.

YGN BIO Krosoczka
A graphic memoir by the awardwinning author of the Lunch Lady
series traces the author's
unconventional coming of age with
a drug-addict mother, an absent
father and two lovingly opinionated
grandparents.

Be Prepared

March Forward, Girl:
From Young Warrior to
Little Rock Nine

by Vera Brosgol
JGN Brosgol
Believing Russian summer camp will
be the place she finally fits in, Vera
jumps at the chance to sign up, but
very quickly discovers that camp is
nothing like she imagined.

Illegal

7th, 8th, 9th
Grade

by Melba Beals
J323.092 Bea
Civil rights activist and author,
Melba Beals, presents an ardent and
profound childhood memoir of
growing up in the face of adversity in
the Jim Crow South.

by Eoin Colfer
YGN Colfer
Resolved to join the siblings who left
months earlier, Ebo travels through
the Sahara and the dangerous
streets of Tripoli before embarking
on a hazardous voyage from Ghana
to a safe haven in Europe.

The Prince and the
Dressmaker
by Jen Wang
YGN Wang
Set in Paris at the dawn of the
modern age, a cross-dressing prince
hides his identity as a popular
fashion icon and falls for a brilliant
dressmaker who knows his secret.

The Girl Who Drew
Butterflies
by Joyce Sidman
J Biography Merian
A portrait of one of the first
naturalists documenting the
metamorphosis of the butterfly.

From realistic to science fiction and
everything in between, new books for
younger teens

Attucks!
by Phillip M. Hoose
796.323 Hoo
Traces the inspirational story of the
Crispus Attucks High School Tigers
basketball team and how they broke
the color barrier in segregated 1950s
Indiana to become state
champions.
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Small Spaces

Ghost Boys

by Katherine Arden

by Jewell Parker Rhodes

JF Arden
Finding solace in books in the wake
of a tragic loss, Ollie rescues a book
from being destroyed and discovers
within its pages the chilling story of
a girl who made a fateful bargain
with a sinister specter.

JF Rhodes
After seventh-grader Jerome is shot
by a white police officer, he observes
the aftermath of his death and
meets the ghosts of other fallen
black boys including historical figure
Emmett Till.

The Truth as Told by
Mason Buttle

Amal Unbound

by Leslie Connor
JF Connor
An oversized youth with challenging
learning disabilities is wrongly
suspected of having a hand in his
best friend's death.

Lifeboat 12: Based On a
True Story
by Susan Hood
JF Hood
In 1940, a group of British children,
their escorts and some sailors
struggle to survive in a lifeboat when
the ship taking them to safety in
Canada is torpedoed.

The Mad Wolf's Daughter
by Diane Magras
JF Magras
The youngest member of a Scottish
medieval war band must free her
family from a castle prison after
knights attack her home, a quest
that is marked by her brothers'
perspectives about courage, a
helpful witch and a bandit with a
dark link to her past.

by Aisha Saeed
JF Saeed
In Pakistan, Amal holds onto her
dream of being a teacher even after
becoming an indentured servant to
pay off her family's debt to the
wealthy and corrupt Khan family.

Harbor Me
by Jacqueline Woodson
JF Woodson
Traces the experiences of a group of
kids who meet weekly to support
each other through their struggles
with racism, a parent's
imprisonment, financial setbacks
and other challenges.

The Poet X
by Elizabeth Acevedo
YF Acevedo
2019. The daughter of devout
immigrants discovers the power of
slam poetry and begins participating
in a school club as part of her effort
to understand her mother's strict
religious beliefs.

Children of Blood
and Bone
by Tomi Adeyemi
YF Adeyemi
Zelie Adebola remembers when the
soil of Orisha hummed with magic.
Burners ignited flames, Tiders
beckoned waves and Zelie’s Reaper
mother summoned forth souls.

The Assassination of
Brangwain Spurge
by M.T. Anderson
YF Anderson
Uptight elfin historian Brangwain
Spurge is on a mission: survive being
catapulted across the mountains
into goblin territory, deliver a
priceless peace offering to their
mysterious dark lord and spy on the
goblin kingdom.

The Cruel Prince
by Holly Black
YF Black
Jude, seventeen and mortal, gets
tangled in palace intrigues while
trying to win a place in the
treacherous High Court of Faerie,
where she and her sisters have lived
for a decade.

Hurricane Child
by Kheryn Callender
YF Callender
Born on Water Island in the Virgin
Islands during a hurricane, which is
considered bad luck, Caroline falls in
love with another girl. Together they
set out in a hurricane to find
Caroline's missing mother.

